Take your AI models from code to the clinic with Arterys’s open,
frictionless, user-driven innovation platform

10,000s of medical image AI models are being trained by innovators
around the world—from independent developers to those at startups and
academic research institutions.
And that number is only growing.
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But, they go nowhere—over 90% of these innovative models don’t get past the
lab door. They die at poster sessions and on researchers’ hard drives.
They’re never validated with external data or in clinical settings.
We think it’s time to fix that.
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Arterys Marketplace

Medical image model developers and clinical users can
seamlessly exchange their innovations and expertise with
minimum effort and maximum value.
Your models are immediately available for use by thousands
of prospective beneficiaries around the world.
Our global community of AI innovators can finally realize
the technology’s potential to create transformational value
for providers and patients. The Arterys Marketplace enables
continuous improvement, driven by a community of clinical
users, who (for the first time) have the power to pull AI into
their practices—if, when, and how they decide to.
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The Arterys Marketplace is an open, frictionless platform for
medical image AI model developers: You can easily upload
your models, share them via a simple URL with collaborators,
and leverage the power of Arterys’s cloud-native infrastructure
for hardware-enhanced inference.
Anyone with that URL can test the model by uploading their
anonymized data and reviewing visualized results in the
Arterys web viewer. They can provide feedback and help
model producers improve their creations.
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Arterys is known for its specialized clinical apps

How does the Marketplace fit in?
For nearly seven years, Arterys has been developing AI models for our commercial clinical applications.
With the Marketplace, we’re expanding access to innovation tools and a digital channel of distribution to external model developers—for the first time,
you can use our platform as a distribution channel, closes the feedback loop by sharing models with clinical users, and drive AI into clinical practice.
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Arterys is known for its specialized clinical apps

How does the Marketplace fit in?
Models in the Marketplace are available for Research Use Only. However, truly innovative blockbuster models are candidates for integration with our
commercial applications.
Marketplace users have the opportunity to partner with Arterys once their models are ready for commercialization and split a portion of the derivative
product’s gross margin (we’ve done this successfully with a group in France).
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The Arterys Marketplace is uniquely positioned—unlike other
platforms or marketplaces, AI innovations on the Arterys
Marketplace are available to anyone in the world with a
Chrome browser and internet connection.

Whole-liver segmentation model

Users can upload their images and view inference results,
nearly instantly, in our clinical-grade viewer.
So, what does it look like? Check out the following examples.

Chest Xray lesion detection model
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Testing your model is as simple as uploading an anonymized
dataset and generating interactive inference result, making
“try-before-you-buy” possible in healthcare for the first time.

Interested in being one of the first users to take advantage of
the Marketplace?

We make sure to respect all regulations around data privacy
on any data that is uploaded on our platform.

Contribute with your models by participating in our Closed
Beta, launching in Q1 2020.
We are bringing select partners—from independent
developers to researchers at major academic institutions
and entrepreneurial ventures—into our closed beta program
before a general Marketplace release later next year.
If accepted, you’ll have the opportunity to test the experience
and drive the product roadmap by working closely with the
Arterys Product and Engineering teams.
Apply today at https://marketplace.arterys.com
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